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Abstract— Many emerging web and Internet applications are based on a group communications model. Thus, securing group communications is an important Internet design issue. The Key Distribution is major problem of communication and network security. Group communication can benefit from IP multicast to achieve scalable exchange of messages. However, there is a challenge of effectively controlling access to the transmitted data. IP multicast by itself does not provide any mechanisms for preventing no group members to have access to the group communication. In this paper, we present new method for making scheme for efficient computation. In which we include MDS code which is related to the problem of efficient information updates. We also include the efficient re-keying of large groups with dynamic membership: minimizing the overall time it takes for the key server and the group members to process the re-keying message. Specifically, we concentrate on re-keying algorithms and minimize the longest sequence of encryptions and decryptions that need to be done in a re-keying operation, then we provide an optimal schedule of re-keying messages. We propose a new scheme for a scalable multicast key distribution scheme. It focuses explicitly on the issue of snowballing member removal and presents an algorithm that minimizes the number of messages required to distribute new keys to the remaining group member. Index Terms—MDS Algorithm, Rekeying Multicasting, Group Key Management, Key tree, Group Controller, Complexity



I. INTRODUCTION Multicast is an effective method for distributing information to multiple users in a group communication; it reduces the consumption of network re-sources .Multicast is supported on the internet, or via satellite communication, wireless network, sensors etc., in multicast group communication, all the authorized members share a session key, which will be changed dynamically to ensure forward and backward secrecy referred as "group rekeying". Traditional networking depends heavily on physical cables or reliable communication channels to pro-vide end-to-end network paths, and with moderate round-trip times and small packet loss probabilities (Zhu et al., 2009). However, with some new emerging networking technologies such as satellite, sensor and vehicle communication networks technology, traditional networks fail to perform well as the new technology has a very long delay network path and possible link distributions (Bhutta et al., 2009)[2].The goal is to actually communicate, i.e. transfer information from one party to another, we also need to keep an eye on practicality. Usually we will assume that any party involved can run polynomial time and space algorithms, no matter whether we are talking about the legitimate parties or an adversary[1].In this paper, the hierarchical key distribution algorithm (or, scheme), which is regard-ed as the most efficient category of key distribution architectures in term of efficiency and scalability is provided.
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One of the most efficient approaches to en-sure confidentiality of group communications is employing a symmetric key encryption scheme. But before the sender encrypts and transmits the data over a group communication channel to a group of privileged users, a shared key called group key must be established among them [4]. Group key establishment can be subdivided into group key distribution (GKD) and group key exchange (or group key agreement). Two parallel lines of research, commonly referred to as broadcast encryption (BE) [6] and multicast key distribution (MKD) (multicast encryption), have been established to study the GKD problem. This paper only focuses on multicast key distribution protocols. To prevent a new member from decoding messages exchanged before it joins a group, a new group key must be distributed to the group when a new member joins. This security requirement is called group backward secrecy [7]. On the other hand, to prevent a departing member from continuing access to the group’s communication (if it keeps receiving the messages), the key should be changed as soon as a member leaves. This security requirement is called group forward secrecy [7]. To provide both group back-ward secrecy and group forward secrecy, the group key must be updated upon every membership change and distributed to legitimate members. This process is referred to as immediate group rekeying in literature. II. PROPOSED WORK We study how a multicast group can efficiently be distributed in computation. We adopt a common model where session keys are issued and distributed by a ‘central group controller‘(GC). The resources needed for the GC to distribute session keys to group members include communication, storage and computation resources. We propose a new multicast key distribution scheme whose computation complexity is significantly reduced. Instead of using conventional encryption algorithms, the scheme employs MDS (Maximum Distance Separable) codes, a class of error control codes, to distribute multicast key dynamically. This scheme drastically reduces the computational load of each group member compared to existing schemes employing traditional encryption algorithms. Such a scheme is desirable for many wireless applications where portable devices or sensors need to reduce their computation as much as possible due to battery power limitations. Easily combined with any key-tree based schemes, this scheme provides much lower computational complexity while maintaining low and balanced communication complexity and storage complexity for secure dynamic multicast key distribution. For a dynamic multicast group, a session key is issued by a GC. Using this session key, the GC can establish a secure multicast channel with the authorized group members. Every time group memberships change because of join or leave of some group members, the GC reissues a new session key, which is independent of all the old session keys. This rekeying procedure ensures security of current session and all of the old sessions i.e., the newly joined members cannot recover communications of the old sessions and old members who left the group cannot access the current session. The proposed technique works with improved Shamir’s secret sharing group key mechanism. In this technique data can be uploaded in to the server after the encryption of the content by the secret group key. When new member joined in the group, new granted users can directly decrypt data files uploaded without contacting with data owners. The storage overhead and encryption computation cost of our scheme are independent with the number of revoked users. For implementing this project here we defined Four Module which are as follows: 1. Data Owner Login 2. Registration 3. Group Controller 4. Cloud Server 5. Key Pre distribution A.



Data Owner Login The Data Owner is the service provider which sends data request messages to the nodes via a stationary access node. This is home page of User. This is also login page, Here Existing User can login into application by entering correct username and password. After login successful login user will get redirected to their profile page new user can create new account by clicking on the “Register” button. New user requires registration before uploading the data in to the service. User can upload the data into the service after encrypting the file by the key which is generated by the group key manager. User can download the content when ever required.
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Figure 2.1: User Login B.



Registration In this module associate degree User has got to register 1st, then solely he/she has got to access the information base.



Figure 2.2: User Registration C.



Group Controller c Group controller receives the registration request from all the users, and generates a verification share and forwards to all the requested users for authentication purpose. Group controller generates the key using key generation process and forwards the points to extract ion of the key from the equation generated by the verification points. For key generation protocol, Group controller receives the verification shares and key as input to construct the Lagrange’s polynomial equation f(x), which is passed, through (0, key) and verification points. After that group controller forwards the points to data owners. User again reconstructs the key from the verification points and checks the authentication code which is sent by the group controller. When a new user tries to download the file, new user need not connect with other data owners. For decryption of the file new user connects to the group controller then group controller will update the group key and decrypts the files with previous key again encrypt with new key and updates the new key to all the data owners. Data owner initiate the request by sending the random challenge to the group controller, as a response group controller sends a secret share. Data owner authenticates and forwards the verification share. Group controller receives the verification shares and generates the key using Lagrange’s polynomial equation and forwards the points to data owners for regenerating the key.
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Figure 2.3: Goup Controller



D.



Cloud Server T With cloud computing and storage, users are able to access and to share resources offered by cloud service providers at a lower marginal cost. With Drop box, for example, data is stored in the cloud, and shared among a group of users in a collaborative manner. It is natural for users to wonder whether their data remain intact over a prolonged period of time. The Privacy of data stored in the cloud can become compromised. To protect the privacy of data in the cloud and to offer “peace of 653mind” to users, it is best to encrypt the data files and then upload the encrypted data into the cloud. Unfortunately designing an efficient and secure data sharing scheme for groups in the cloud is not an easy task due to following reasons. First, the identity of the data owners must be preserved. Second, the data owner should be able to utilize all the services provided by the cloud storage service provider.



Figure 2.4: Cloud Server E.



Key Pre-distribution Many network protocols utilize the existence of disjoint paths (e.g., perfectly secure message trans-mission or multi-path key establishment), but do not address how a node actually determines these paths in the presence on an adversary. The system is investigated what assumptions are necessary to gather information about the local network topology when adversarial nodes are present and capable of lying about their identity or neighbors in the net-work. These assumptions are practical, and realizable through existing tools such as combinatorial key pre-distribution, localization. The protocols ensure that, except with small probability, if node accepts a path through the network as valid, then each node along that path must be telling the truth about its identity and nodes it can communicate with, so long as a majority of honest nodes are present in the network at each point decisions are made. This module generates the session keys as well as the secured keys used by the members to communicate with the GC( group controller). The private keys are generated using MDS method. The GC (Group Controller) sends number of group members to the KGC (Key Generation Center). The keys are generated by the KGC and submitted to the GC. In session key generation, initially sixteen decimal digits are generated by using random number generation method .Then each decimal digit is split and compared with pre determined binary format.
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III. PROPOSED MODEL EVALUATION In this section we present the performance report of our proposed model with the existing model. The below graph describes the performance, security and complexity attributes of the proposed model.



Figure 3.1: Evaluation A. Performance The performance of proposed system is more compare to existing one, because in proposed system if new user enters into the cloud he does not depend on other users. The new user directly communicates with the group key manager and getting secret key. So the performance of the proposed system is high. B. Security The security of proposed system is high compare to existing one. Since the group members only know the secret key. Suppose an unknown person enter into group he does not find the secret key i.e. the user enters into group confirm that he must be a group member. C. Complexity The complexity of proposed system is low compare to existing one. Because the new user does not worry about getting the secret key i.e. the new user does not depend on the remaining group members. The new user directly communicates with group key manager and gets the secret key. The encryption and decryption of file also take less time. CONCLUSION We have presented a study on some of the proposed efficient multicasting key distribution with reduced computation for improving the overall efficiency of the key distribution and secure multicasting. In this paper we present the module who help to achieve the goal of computation complexity and Group controller Help to describe for multicasting key distribution By Combing Scheme we can reduce complexity. These schemes were undertaken according to storage requirements at both group controller and group members and the number of updates in case of a single leave or multiple leaves. ACKNOWLEDGMENT I take this opportunity to thank respected Prof. Jayant P. Mehare Sir, my seminar guide for gener-ous assistance. I am immensely grateful to Hon. HOD Mr. N. R. Chopde Sir, for his encouragement and Guidance. I extend my sincere thanks to our college library staff and the entire staff member for their valuable assistance. I am also thankful to my fellow college us for their help and important sug-gestions. REFERENCES [1] Lihao Xu, Cheng Huang, "Computation Effi-cientMulticast Key Distribution," IEEE Trans. Paral-lel And Distributed Systems, Vol 19, No. 5, May 2008. [2] Deepika Rani K, G. Praveen Babu “Computation-ally effecient group re-keying for time sensitive ap-plications” IJCER Mar-Apr 2012 Vol. 2 Issue No.2 ISSN: 2250–3005 [3] S. Benson Edwin Raj , J. Jeffneil Lalith” A Novel Approach for Computation-Efficient Rekeying for Multicast Key Distribution” IJCSNS VOL.9 No.3, March 2009
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